Metamorphoses
The Children Who Became Producers
The story behind Little Earthquake’s production of
The Boy Who Became A Beetle - a new live theatre
show for children and families - and how it
changed those who were involved
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YOUNG PRODUCERS — PROJECT PARTNERS

Case study designed by Gareth Courage
All production and gala première images taken by Adrian Burrows
Design images for The Boy Who Became A Beetle drawn by Susannah Henry
All other photographs taken by Little Earthquake
Appropriate parent / guardian permission has been given to reproduce images of Young Producers
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Throughout the Young Producers project, independent
evaluator Kate Organ was commissioned to observe,
document and evaluate the processes of collaboration
between artists, school pupils and their teachers.
To create this account of the project, Kate observed:
•
•
•
•

creative workshops with Young Producer groups;
the Core Producers meeting at Penn Hall School;
one-minute pitch films made by short-listed candidates for the
creative team roles;
performances of The Boy Who Became A Beetle at schools and
venues.

Throughout the process, she conducted interviews with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Co-Directors of Little Earthquake;
teachers at each of the Young Producer schools;
three focus groups of Young Producers just before they saw the
finished production;
Young Producers attending the gala première;
actors after the performance at Uplands Manor School;
members of the creative team;
Little Earthquake’s Relationship Manager at Arts Council England;
promoters from Artrix and Warwick Arts Centre.

She drew upon written documentation from a range of sources:
•
•
•

surveys conducted by Black Country Touring after each schools
performance;
material produced by the Young Producers, including entries in their
logbooks;
Little Earthquake’s final activity report for Arts Council England.

Kate has worked in arts practice, policy and management for many years.
She has had strong connections with the arts in the Black Country as well
as working on major programmes across the UK in fields of education,
community engagement and mainstream arts production.

ABOVE:
Kate Organ interviews
Young Producers at the gala
première of The Boy Who
Became A Beetle

www.kateorgan.com
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01
Introduction

“It was a bold experiment to place children in a
position of responsibility where they would make
big decisions on behalf of professional artists. It was
even more audacious to do this with children who
have little direct experience of live theatre.”
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THE CONTEXT
The UK boasts a rich history of involving children in
drama and theatre. A variety of movements have
influenced the connections between theatre, schools
and young people’s participation, including Peter
Slade’s pioneering work on children and play from the
1950s; Brian Way’s Theatre Centre in London and then
Toronto, with its emphasis on children’s theatre; the
wide-ranging manifestations of Theatre in Education
(TIE) as a distinct theatre form and pedagogical
method; the continuing development of youth theatre
networks; and the ubiquitous and popular traditions of
the school play – from the Nativity to Grease.
Throughout the decades, a main emphasis has been on children as
performers and authors, but Open Doors (Arts Council) and Offstage
Choices (National Skills Academy) initiatives from 2007 – 2010
encouraged young people to explore the many technical crafts and
management skills of professional theatre through workshops at their
local venues. The amateur theatre sector and youth theatres can also
offer opportunities for involvement in production processes beyond
performance.
Black Country Touring is a national leader in exploring the learning that
can be derived from backstage and offstage roles. Since 2000, their
Young Promoters programme has offered pupils and teachers (from Key
Stage 2 - 5) insights and involvement in the processes of making theatre
from the promoters’ side of the business. This includes choosing a suitable
production for a target audience, marketing, budgeting, managing Frontof-House and, most importantly, playing an active role in providing a
cultural offer for their local community.
Little Earthquake, an independent theatre company based in Walsall,
developed the Young Producers project, for which this case study has
been written. The project took Black Country Touring’s Young Promoters
model and extended it to help young people embrace the many roles of
Producer: selecting a show and its title; gaining insights into the creative
processes of writing, designing and composing; managing recruitment
and casting; and understanding the different roles and responsibilities of
a professional production team.
Over a full academic year, 100 pupils in five Black Country primary
schools became Young Producers, working with Little Earthquake
to commission and create a brand-new piece of theatre for family
audiences. The resulting production, The Boy Who Became A Beetle,
embarked on its first tour in Summer 2015, with public performances
in each of the partner schools and in a range of venues across the
Midlands.
It was a bold experiment to place children in a position of responsibility
where they would make big decisions on behalf of professional artists. It
was even more audacious to do this with children who have little direct
experience of live theatre.
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KEY QUESTIONS
The experiment was a genuinely reciprocal one, balancing important
educational and social benefits for the children alongside new creative
and organisational developments for Little Earthquake. This new
approach to collaboration provided a practical opportunity to investigate
a wide spectrum of impact — from the individual to the industrial level.
• Could a professional theatre company share the decisions involved in
creating a new live production with children aged 8+? Could primary
school pupils become Young Producers?
• How could a Young Producers project benefit the children, their schools
and their communities? Would it be a worthwhile experience for those
involved?
• What specific impact would the Young Producers have on the finished
product? Would involving children in this process result in a show that was
different from one purely conceived by adults?
• Would the Young Producers’ influence create a high quality show that
could stand up to scrutiny beyond the context of this process? Would
other theatre promoters book such a show?

FIRST HOPES
At the Young Producers project launch in September 2014, the major
stakeholders looked forward to a rewarding year which would bring
people together and help to deepen their understanding and enjoyment
of live theatre.
Peter Knott, Area Director, Arts Council England:
“Through our Grants for the Arts Programme, we invest in a variety of
cultural projects which give people access to great artistic experiences.
This project will see Little Earthquake and Black Country Touring create
more opportunities for children to get involved in the arts. I think it will be
a great experience for those children who take part to see their opinions
and ideas influence the creation of a professional piece of theatre which
they can then enjoy with their families.”
Philip Holyman, Co-Director of Little Earthquake:
“This is a hugely exciting chance for us, as Walsall-based theatre-makers
ourselves, to nurture the creative potential of young people in the Black
Country. We hope this experience will plant the seeds for a whole new
generation of future Black Country artists.”
Steve Johnstone, Co-Artistic Director of Black Country Touring:
“This new partnership with Little Earthquake means the young people
involved will get even more direct hands-on experience of how the
professional arts work — this time as producers of a small-scale touring
show. A show that they will eventually promote in their own school hall
— for their audience, but which will also have a further life as it tours to
other venues.”
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02
People &
Partners

“Such an experimental process called for a
spirit of adventure from everyone involved,
requiring them to go on a journey of discovery
and be active partners in an unknown venture.”
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The project was built upon a complex network of
partnerships, bringing together a wealth of experience
and expertise from across the arts and education
sectors. Such an experimental process called for a
spirit of adventure from everyone involved, requiring
them to go on a journey of discovery and be active
partners in an unknown venture.
Little Earthquake is a Walsall-based theatre company, founded by
Co-Directors Gareth Nicholls and Philip Holyman in 2005. Since then,
they have created original productions and adaptations of classics,
site-specific projects, collaborations with universities and students, and
events with a range of professional theatre collaborators for a variety
of spaces, festivals and venues. Their interest in making new work for
families and children drew them to collaborate with Black Country Touring
and to explore the possibilities of children influencing their creative
product.
www.little-earthquake.com
The Schools: Penn Hall School (an Special Educational Needs school in
Wolverhampton), Queen Victoria Primary School (in Dudley), St. John’s
CE Primary School (in Walsall), St. Gregory’s Catholic Primary School
and Uplands Manor Primary School (both in Smethwick). Pupils from St.
Gregory’s and Uplands Manor formed one combined group who met
together at Thimblemill Library in Bearwood.
All five schools were familiar with working in partnerships with
professional artists to varying extents. They have all had prior involvement
in Black Country Touring’s Young Promoters scheme, as well as with
programmes such as Creative Partnerships or Arts Mark. The schools were
keen to be pioneers in extending the creative ambition of their pupils
and staff and to connect with professionals in the theatre industry.
www.pennhall.co.uk
www.queenvictoriaprimary.com
www.st-johns.walsall.sch.uk
www.st-gregorys.sandwell.sch.uk
www.uplandsmanor.sandwell.sch.uk
Black Country Touring works with local communities to promote live
theatre in local spaces for local people. Since 2000, its Young Promoters
scheme has enabled pupils aged 6 – 18 to book professional shows for
their school or community venue.
Previous evaluations of the programme have demonstrated its impact on
pupils’ skills within the curricula of IT, reading, writing, communications,
numeracy and business studies, as well as improving self-confidence,
self-esteem, teamwork and motivation to learn. It can also offer an
important way of connecting schools to their wider community.
12

www.bctouring.co.uk

Arts Council England invested £65,068 in this project through Grants
for the Arts – a programme supported through ACE’s role as a Lottery
Funding Distributor. At the time of the award, Arts Council England was
making the creation and touring of high quality theatre for children a
priority for its support, within its Strategic Goal of ensuring that “Every
child has the opportunity to experience the richness of the arts, museums
and libraries”. It was especially interested in this project because of the
nature of its creative process and because it would benefit people in an
area of the country with relatively low access to, and engagement with,
quality arts provision.
www.artscouncil.org.uk
Arts Connect is one of ten Bridge organisations across England, funded
by Arts Council England to support schools in making connections with
arts and cultural organisations, and for those organisations to create high
quality creative and learning experiences. They invested £5,000 in this
project and supported the reporting and the dissemination of learning to
other schools.
www.artsconnect.co.uk
The Arena Theatre, Wolverhampton provided rehearsal space, technical
support and hosted the gala première of The Boy Who Became A Beetle.
They have a long track record of collaboration with Black Country Touring
and have supported Little Earthquake’s work throughout the company’s
development.
www.wlv.ac.uk/arena-theatre
Thimblemill Library provided space for St. Gregory’s and Uplands Manor
to meet and plan as part of Sandwell Libraries’ strategy to work with
local schools. Compared with a national trend of reduced library usage,
Thimblemill has been particularly active and successful in championing
community engagement through the efforts of library supervisor Julie
McKirdy, whose work was recognised with the award of the British Empire
Medal in 2015.
www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200261/libraries/826/thimblemill_library
The Theatre Promoters: the first tour of The Boy Who Became A Beetle
was made possible due to a number of key theatres committing to the
show before it was even written. mac (in Birmingham), Warwick Arts
Centre (in Coventry) and Oakengates Theatre (in Telford) all booked the
show in advance of its creation as part of their strategies to reach family
audiences at their venues.
www.macbirmingham.co.uk
www.warwickartscentre.co.uk
www.theplacetelford.com
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03
Development
& Delivery

“The process of creating a brand new theatre
production and bringing it to audiences is often
lengthy and complex. When the co-Producers are still
at school it is another story altogether...”
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Little Earthquake and Black Country Touring discuss developing a project for the network of Young
Promoter schools. Gareth Nicholls and Philip Holyman develop their idea for Young Producers.

After a year of intermittent planning, Little Earthquake and Black Country Touring finalise the
project’s aims, budget and timeline.
Five schools are selected to take part in the project.

Applications to Arts Council England and other potential funders are submitted.
Venue negotiations for a Summer 2015 tour of the final production begin.

Arts Council England awards the project £65,068 through its Grants for the Arts programme.
The dedicated Young Producers website is launched.

May to
August
2014

January
2014

In-kind support worth over £32,000 is secured from several partner organisations.

April
2014

October
to
December
2013

October
2012

Gathering Partners, Securing Resources and Planning the Process

October
2013

1

THE EGG IS LAID

September
2014

2

Schedules and workshop plans for Stage 2 are finalised.
Pupils from each school are selected by teachers to become Young Producers.

THE EGG HATCHES
The Young Producers Select Their Show
Gareth and Philip run weekly workshops with the Young Producer groups at each school.
In the initial session, the groups learn about the job of a producer and all that it entails. In
subsequent workshops, the Young Producers explore the seeds of three potential ideas for shows:
•
•
•

The Bee Show explores the idea of a drone who thinks he is the last bee left in the world and
sets off on a quest to find a Queen Bee;
The Pig Show questions how a modern multi-cultural community might look after a talking pet
pig;
The Beetle Show asks what would happen if one day a boy or girl woke up to discover they had
turned into a giant beetle.

October
2014

Each Young Producer casts a vote about which show they would like to see made. (See Appendix
A for school-by-school voting breakdowns.)
A Core Producer Panel is established consisting of two Young Producers from each group. These
Core Producers meet at Penn Hall School to discuss the results of the vote. After a half term break
and some thinking time, the eight Core Producers vote in an online ballot and The Beetle Show is
selected.
Little Earthquake visits each school and the Core Producers announce the winning show to their
cohort of Young Producers.
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November
2014

3

THE LARVA GROWS
Developing The Beetle Show & Recruiting The Professional Team
Weekly creative development workshops on The Beetle Show explore:
•
•
•

January
2015

December
2014

•

January
2015

4

being inspired by Franz Kafka’s Metamorphosis, the source of the idea of a character waking
up to discover they have turned into a beetle;
deciding to make the eponymous hero a boy, and to make the title of the show The Boy Who
Became A Beetle;
potential characters for the play, inspired by the Young Producers’ own family structures and
situations;
potential plot points and how to structure them with storytelling tools such as hooks, climaxes
and denouements.

Little Earthquake begins the recruitment process to find the Creative Team for the production.
Little Earthquake runs a research and development week with actors Samantha Fox, Sarah Hamilton
Baker and Jack Trow to explore all of the ideas that the Young Producers have suggested so far and
begin to shape the narrative.

Philip spends a week alone in a Travelodge hotel to write the first draft of the play.

THE LARVA GETS BIGGER
Recruiting The Creative Team & Promoting The Show
Little Earthquake recruits Gareth Courage as Graphic Designer.
Gareth and Philip interview long-listed candidates for the positions of Designer and Composer.
Shortlisted candidates provide samples of work and a one-minute pitch video to be shown to the
Young Producers who choose Susannah Henry as Set & Costume Designer and Luke Thomas as
Composer.

February
2015

The Creative Team is issued with the first draft of the play. Each subsequent draft — there are eight
in all — streamlines the play and highlights the collective voice of the Young Producers.
Natalie Kidman (Black Country Touring’s Young Promoter Co-Ordinator) works with each group to
plan every aspect of bringing the show to their school. They are buying the show in at a subsidised
rate and are responsible for turning a profit. (Any profit they make can be spent by the group on
an arts-related activity.)

March
2015

The groups form smaller committees (Marketing; Box Office; Front-of-House; Stage Management)
and begin to consider fundraising, setting ticket prices and show times, marketing plans, refreshments,
and liaising with Little Earthquake about technical logistics.
Gareth Courage (Graphic Designer) develops ideas for brand identity and marketing images with
each Young Producer group. He explores:
•
•

using the democratic art form of collage to create images;
using typography in fun ways can convey additional meaning.
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THE LARVA GETS BIGGER (CONTINUED)
Recruiting The Creative Team & Promoting The Show
Susannah holds two design sessions with each Young Producer group, one about set and props, and
one about costume. She explores:

March
2015

•
•
•
•
•
•

the process of reading the play to extract key information;
setting research tasks and creating inspiration boards;
the breed and personality of the family’s pet dog;
solutions to her biggest design problem about transforming the family flat into a giant rubbish
dump;
what the protagonist could look like after his transformation into a beetle;
ideas for how the Beetle Buster’s Verminator machine looks and functions.

Luke explores sound design and music composition with each Young Producer group, looking at:
•
•
•
•

how different music styles can provoke moods or emotions;
identifying places in the show where sound and music could be used;
creating sound effect sequences for the beetle transformation and the Verminator machine;
recording the Young Producers’ sound sequences to sample into the soundtrack for the show.

Little Earthquake begins the casting call-out process for the production.

5

THE PUPA
The Boy Who Became A Beetle Goes Into Production
Little Earthquake recruits Will Evans as Lighting Designer, Stacey Choudhury-Potter as Production
Stage Manager and Adrian Burrows as Film Maker.

April
2015

Adrian creates an animated trailer for the production and a short film that is to be played at the
start of each performance. This curtain raiser film features some of the Young Producers talking
about the process of making the show.
Susannah finalises the design and the set and costume construction process begins. Nicholas Nicholls
builds the set and Susannah paints it. Luke writes and records first drafts of songs and music which
continue to develop throughout the rehearsal process.
Little Earthquake holds casting auditions in London and Birmingham. A workshop on the theoretical
aspects of casting is held with the Young Producers during which they complete their very own
Spotlight casting directory CV.

May to June
2015

The cast for The Boy Who Became A Beetle is announced as: Helen Belbin (playing Mum), Niamh
McGowan (playing Vic), Daniel Moseley (playing Si O’Nyde and puppeteering Zayn the Dog), and
Alex Ranahan (playing Greg).
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The Boy Who Became A Beetle rehearses over four weeks in Wolverhampton, Walsall and Birmingham.

June to July
2015

18th
June
2015

6

The Boy Who Became A Beetle Première & Tour
The world première of The Boy Who Became A Beetle takes place at a special gala event at the
Arena Theatre in Wolverhampton. Complete with red carpet, photographers and cupcakes, it is
attended by all the Young Producers (wearing their VIP lanyards) and stakeholders.
The Young Producers continue to plan for the production visiting their schools. Local press help
with marketing, and Queen Victoria School hold a Beetle Parade through Sedgley to promote the
imminent performance at its venue.
The production tours to the Young Producers’ schools and other partner venues. The performance at
Warwick Arts Centre is attended by a group of pupils who are working with the Arts Active Network
to curate a children’s arts festival in Leamington Spa. So impressed are they by The Boy Who
Became A Beetle that they use it as inspiration to launch their programme, with art installations,
pictures, stories and performances all inspired by the show and its themes.

THE BEETLE TAKES FLIGHT
Legacies & Aspirations
Little Earthquake and Black Country Touring begin to evaluate the Young Producers project.
Arts Professional publishes Philip’s article about the project.

Whilst in Melbourne, Gareth and Philip begin early conversations with Perth International Arts
Festival about replicating the Young Producers model with schools in Western Australia.

Arts Council England publishes a case study about the Young Producers project on its website.

June
2016

November
2015

Gareth and Philip make a presentation about the Young Producers project at the National Rural
Touring Forum conference in Norfolk.

January
2016

July
2015

7

THE BEETLE HATCHES OUT

Black Country Touring builds on the legacy of the Young Producers project by facilitating ‘Big By
Little’, a new children’s theatre festival curated by a network of Young Promoter schools, including
all five Young Producer schools.
Many elements of the Young Producers project are carried over, including the use of a core
decision-making panel and collaboration with Gareth Courage to implement a strong marketing
brand for the festival based on the ideas of the Young Promoters.
Little Earthquake is currently developing an application to tour The Boy Who Became A Beetle
through Arts Council England’s Strategic Touring Programme. This will involve:

Spring
2017

•
•
•

week-long residencies at theatre venues, during which there will be performances, schools
workshops and teacher seminars;
performances in rural village schools, promoted by teachers and pupils from the school, an
experienced rural touring promoter and a supportive rural touring scheme manager;
the initiation of new creative projects with eight urban and rural partner schools, overseen by
Gareth, Philip and local artists in each area.

If you would like to learn more about these plans, please contact Little Earthquake. Full contact
details can be found on Page Number 53.
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04
Children &
Schools

“The presence of industry professionals allowed
teachers to be in a co-learner relationship with
their pupils, complementing their usual role as
experts by giving them an opportunity to make
new discoveries at the same time as the Young
Producers.”

21

The project as a whole, like the individual workshop
sessions, had a well-defined arc of exploration,
information and revelation which maximised the
children’s sense of being a team, reinforcing a strong
mission and cultivating a sense of ownership. This
was essential in a programme which depended on a
gestation period of a whole academic year before the
fruits of the children’s work would be seen.
SCHOOLS’ EXPECTATIONS
Rather than starting with an explicit list of required measurable learning
outcomes for their pupils, the schools trusted that the project would have
an impact on individuals and the wider community and approached it
with the following broad aspirations:
•

supporting the core literacy aims, particularly through exploring
narratives and the concerns of character, plot, theme and dramatic
structure;

•

furthering children’s speaking and listening skills in negotiating and
presenting clear arguments;

•

experiencing the power and responsibility of making decisions based
on considering their effect on other people;

•

enabling children to learn about theatre as an art form and a
business – about which they knew little – and to understand the
professional skills and specialisms involved;

•

raising children’s aspirations and instilling a sense of individual
achievement and pride in their school and community;

•

connecting the school to families and the local community and
increasing contact with other schools.

SELECTING PUPILS
Each school decided on their own method for selecting their Young
Producer group:
•
•
•
•
22

St. John’s and Penn Hall each chose a whole Year 5 class;
Queen Victoria selected pupils from among the classes within a single
year group who worked with a Deputy Head;
Uplands Manor selected pupils from among the classes within a single
year group who worked with their Learning Mentors;
St. Gregory’s chose a small group formed from pupils in three
separate year groups who worked with a Deputy Head.

Some children were specifically chosen on the basis of their individual
developmental needs – looking particularly for opportunities to boost
confidence, improve communication skills, and increase motivation for
attendance or reward achievements elsewhere.

It was useful to test a range of approaches but it seemed that there
was greatest investment and impact where a whole class and their teacher
shared the experience and could relate it to the rest of their year or
school together. The mixed class selection system made it difficult for
other teachers not involved in the process to feel connected to it, and
arguably reduced opportunities for aspects of the project to be followed
up in class.

WHAT SCHOOLS VALUED MOST
Respecting and validating ideas
Collaborative projects require trust and respect for the professionalism of
each partner. From the outset, it was important that the schools already
knew and trusted Black Country Touring and their Young Promoter
Co-Ordinator Natalie Kidman. In turn, Black Country Touring also trusted
the artistic skills of Little Earthquake and the abilities of Philip Holyman
and Gareth Nicholls to negotiate and collaborate sensitively with the
schools.
Philip and Gareth quickly established and maintained trust and rapport
with the pupils. All the ideas coming from the Young Producers were
accepted without criticism or judgement and treated seriously during
the series of creative workshops. They established a strong sense that
no answers or ideas were wrong, but were all there to have their
potential tested and explored. One teacher observed the gradual boost
in confidence of some children who felt released from a sense of being
“assessed” and empowered by having their opinions validated.

ABOVE:
Natalie Kidman from Black
Country Touring discusses
event promotion with Young
Producers
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In the very first session, one Young Producer suggested that Maggie Smith
might be cast in the eventual production. A letter to Dame Maggie’s
agent was despatched but sadly received no reply. Little Earthquake
nevertheless used this idea to emphasise the realities of the business –
Dame Maggie was unlikely to accept a contract which required her to do
a get-in!

This marked an important realisation for everyone at a very early stage
– while the Young Producers’ contributions would be taken seriously, they
would have to understand the practicalities of the professional theatre
industry.
Making influential decisions

ABOVE:
The company arrives with
the set at Uplands Manor
School
RIGHT:
A Core Producer studies the
voting data
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At several key points, the Young Producers’ decisions significantly and
visibly affected the production, and the initial choice of which play to
develop was the first such milestone. Coinciding as it did with the
much-reported Scottish Referendum, the issues of voting systems, losers,
winners, leaders, abstainers and spokespeople were all very topical
and Little Earthquake made reference to these comparisons in their
workshops.

The pupils at Penn Hall School played host to the Core Producers meeting
as well as making a very strong representation in favour of their choice of
play. Up until then, indications were that the majority of enthusiasm lay
with The Bee Show. However, the arguments put forward by Penn Hall’s
two Core Producers — with a strong awareness of their own place in
society as people with multiple disabilities and their strong understanding
of issues of inclusion and difference — clearly influenced the Core
Producers’ eventual decision to select The Beetle Show.
The eight Core Producers who represented their colleagues at this
meeting embraced the responsibility with pride, and their teachers
took a similar pride in the way their pupils carried out their roles as
ambassadors. Once the decision to make The Beetle Show had been
reached, the announcement of the results was a red letter day for each
of the schools.

The Young Producers were invested with a real sense of responsibility and
came up against serious considerations which had very real consequences
for other people. One of the clearest examples of this was the part they
played in the selection of the Creative Team, as the offer of two paid
freelance jobs depended on the choices they made. Facilitating bold real
world decisions of this kind at such a young age is surely rare.
It proved too great a challenge for the Young Producers to have a hand
in casting the actors. Little Earthquake advertised the roles through a
national call-out and received over 600 applications. Plans had to be
changed to accommodate the demands of processing and auditioning
actors from such a large pool and so a more theoretical workshop on
casting was assembled at fairly short notice, providing interesting and
valuable learning about how performers market themselves and how
competitive the world of acting can be.
Connecting to wider communities and to other schools
Teachers welcomed the opportunity for pupils to be involved in something
with an impact in the wider community. Each group spearheaded its
own marketing campaign and managed its own fundraising programme
to support the performance it hosted. The Young Producers also ran
their own Front-of-House activities, building a social event with the
performance at its centre. Queen Victoria’s Young Producers even created
their own costumes and processed through Sedgley to promote the
performance.

ABOVE:
Core Producers at Penn Hall
School reveal the decision to
their group

In every case, the public performances were a chance for the whole
school as well as families and visitors to enjoy the show and to celebrate
25

the Young Producers’ achievements. For Penn Hall parents, opportunities
to share events on site are particularly rare because of the distances
children have to travel to attend this SEN school. With so much emphasis
on the individual needs of children, the performance at Penn Hall was
especially important as a social and communal event, celebrating a sense
of partnership between pupils, staff, families and visitors.
Opportunities for mainstream pupils to go out on trips of any kind are
rare as the cost of transport and teacher cover is increasingly difficult for
schools to afford. Opportunities to mix with children at other schools are
few and far between, and it is especially rare for mainstream children
to mix with pupils from SEN schools. The trip to the Arena Theatre for
the red carpet première was a huge treat and was the first time the
Young Producers all socialised together. The sight of the Penn Hall pupils
applauding the arrival of the other schools was a very special moment.
Insights into the craft of playwriting
Philip’s expertise as a playwright offered specialist insight into the nature
of narrative and dramatic structure that was a particular bonus to the
Young Producers’ and the teachers’ understanding of storytelling.

ABOVE:
Young Producers from
St. Gregory’s and Uplands
Manor sell pre-show
refreshments
RIGHT:
A Graph of Excitement
reveals the structure of
The Three Little Pigs
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The theoretical complexities of classical story structure were demonstrated
through a practical experiment with the Human Barometer and the
Graph of Excitement. As Gareth read the familiar tale of The Three Little
Pigs, one Young Producer (acting as the Human Barometer) moved from
one side of the room to the other as the story got progressively more or
less exciting. Philip plotted their movements onto a Graph of Excitement
to give a visual representation of the peaks and troughs of story structure.
Armed with this appreciation of hooks, climaxes and denouements, the
Young Producers then created their own Graphs of Excitement to plot
their vision for how The Boy Who Became A Beetle could be structured.

In another session on adaptation, the Young Producers explored three
main concepts: originality, inspiration and copying. By comparing
the Harry Potter novels and film versions, and by uncovering the links
between The Lion King and Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Gareth and Philip
helped the Young Producers begin to understand the artistic and ethical
issues around developing new work.
The Young Producers then confronted these issues first-hand when
Gareth read the beginning sentence of a 100-year-old story (Kafka’s
Metamorphosis) to see if it sounded familiar to them. Philip used this as
an opportunity to suggest that he could make his life easy (as the writer)
by simply using the characters and dialogue from the book — but the
Young Producers insisted that it would be better if he was inspired by the
original and then adapted it to incorporate their ideas and to make it
relevant for their audience. They knew that by deviating substantially from
Kafka’s plot, the show could focus more on inclusion rather than rejection
of difference.
Insights into the crafts of theatre
Teachers also appreciated the workshops which brought genuine
professional theatre skills and resources into the classroom and
broadened their own knowledge as well as engaging the pupils. The
presence of industry professionals allowed teachers to be in a co-learner
relationship with their pupils, complementing their usual role as experts
by giving them an opportunity to make new discoveries at the same time
as the Young Producers.

ABOVE:
Samples of Young Producers’
Graphs of Excitement for The
Boy Who Became A Beetle

Graphic Designer Gareth Courage’s materials and methods for
exploring design were new to the groups and stretched their visual arts
experiences. His emphasis on encouraging artistic expression without
imposing value judgements, his liberating use of collage techniques,
and his exploration of typography through the relationship between
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the appearance and meaning of text filled the Young Producers with
confidence in their own creative ability.

Set and Costume Designer Susannah Henry gave an insight into how
she develops her design ideas by drawing upon visual reference points
from many sources.Her initial inspiration boards and rough sketches were
offered to the Young Producers as the basis for them to give opinions and
make decisions about the direction in which her design work should go.
The sessions also whetted their appetites for a deeper exploration of
stage design.

ABOVE:
Graphic Designer Gareth
Courage develops poster
ideas with Young Producers
at Penn Hall School
RIGHT:
Designer Susannah Henry
develops costume ideas with
Young Producers at St. John’s
School
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Composer Luke Thomas’s sessions opened up reflection on how music
assists narrative, mood and characterisation in films, video games and
other contexts familiar to the Young Producers.
Having gained this understanding, they appreciated the opportunity to
explore how key objects and characters might sound, and enjoyed picking
out samples of their compositions in the finished show.

While sharing their own professional ways of creating new ideas and
designing new things, the Creative Team always emphasised the Young
Producers’ own expertise as a source of imagination, interpretation, ideas
and views, including their insight into their audiences’ opinions, needs and
expectations.

ABOVE:
Composer Luke Thomas
develops music ideas with
Young Producers at
St. John’s School
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05
Art & Artists

“A sense of immense pride from parents,
teachers and families was overwhelmingly
evident — but one crucial and genuine test
remained: determining what effect the Young
Producers had on the theatre-making process
and on the resulting artistic product.”
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There was no doubt for anyone attending the
gala première that the whole occasion was highly
meaningful to those involved. Equally, the enthusiasm
at each of the school performances was exceptional
- the Young Producers seeing the fruits of their ideas,
revelling in their responsibility for creating a rare
event in and for their own community. A sense of
immense pride from parents, teachers and families was
overwhelmingly evident — but one crucial and genuine
test remained: determining what effect the Young
Producers had on the theatre-making process and on
the resulting artistic product.
HONOURING CHILDREN’S IDEAS

RIGHT:
Actors Jack Trow and
Samantha Fox structure the
plot of The Boy Who Became
A Beetle
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For many Young Producers, the notion of a professional small-scale
theatre show was an unfamiliar and unimaginable end product. They
were, however, experts in their own ideas, working to advise and inform
the artists in building a story or solving a problem. This provided an
interesting and genuine context for co-learning. Everyone – artists,
teachers and children – shared the unusual experience of not knowing
exactly how the show would turn out.

After leading 28 workshops with 100 children, Gareth and Philip spent five
days in December 2014 working with three actors to explore the wealth
of material that had been generated. The Young Producers’ ideas were
fed by the largely screen-based reference points that were most familiar
to them – live action and animated films and computer games. Far fewer
of the Young Producers’ imaginations were shaped by first-hand live
theatrical experiences — and for the most part, these were large-scale
musical theatre spectacles such as The Lion King.
The desire for action and excitement fuelled by these inspirations needed
to be satisfied, and Gareth and Philip felt a huge sense of responsibility
towards the Young Producers and their ideas at this stage — but they
also knew they had to test them with rigorous theatre practice and
to make some tough decisions if they were to create a coherent and
powerful show.
Having seen the finished production, Peter Glanville, Artistic Director of
Polka Theatre, commented that he’d expected it to be “darker”. The first
of Philip’s eight script drafts was decidedly dark, taking a big step away
from the Young Producers’ input and clinging more closely to Kafka — but
gradually, he “weaned himself off” what he’d have done without them
and brought their ideas, reference points and spirit back into the play.

Amongst the many elements they contributed to the story, the Young
Producers called for and named the character of the “Beetle Buster” and
armed him with “the Verminator”, a machine with the power to shrink
things, grow them, freeze them, “frazzle” them and ultimately “verminate”
them. By the same token, the Young Producers also encouraged an equal
emphasis on laughter through slapstick action to offset their concerns that
the Beetle Buster and his Verminator machine might be too scary for their
younger siblings.

CAPTURING THE REALITIES OF CHILDREN’S LIVES
The Young Producers’ own personal experiences also influenced the
writing. A session exploring families revealed a large proportion of
them had complex family structures – single parents and foster parents,
siblings of different parents in one or several homes, and extended and
multi-generational households. Among the 100 Young Producers, nuclear
families with two parents at home were a minority experience.
The fictional family at the heart of The Boy Who Became A Beetle was
under the care of a single pregnant mum facing familiar everyday
challenges – living in modest accommodation with an excitable dog;
siblings vying for attention, space and identity, and learning to take
responsibility for themselves and each other.

ABOVE:
Designer Susannah Henry’s
final drawing for the Beetle
Buster’s Verminator machine
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The title character’s transformation, and his need to adjust to his new
circumstances, as well as the need of those around him to make their
own adjustments, resonated with children and adults alike and inspired
a wide range of interpretations. It struck a particular chord with the
extended community of Penn Hall School, many of whose pupils have
physical disabilities and complex medical needs.

David Parry, Head Teacher of Penn Hall School, said: “these are the
experiences of most parents whose children come to this school –
experiences of initial rejection of their child, worry, disruption of family
life, jealous siblings, and social isolation. This play was truthful and
celebratory on many levels.”

EMBRACING DESIGN CHALLENGES
Designing to satisfy the imaginative ambitions of the Young Producers
and the spectacular moments they envisioned posed some staging
dilemmas and led to a technically demanding show which challenged the
capacity of a single stage manager and four busy performers. It worked
well in a theatre of 200 raked seats, but on flat-floored school halls,
sightlines were sometimes compromised.

ABOVE:
Actor Niamh McGowan
shows the finished
Verminator machine to
Young Producers after the
gala première
RIGHT:
Actor Daniel Moseley
introduces a Young Producer
to Zayn the dog
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Designer Susannah Henry was delighted to work with the Young
Producers, describing them as “ideal collaborators”. She drew inspiration
from them and felt a very strong commitment to them (especially
since they had appointed her to the job!) The work they did on the

Verminator machine directly influenced the final form and function
of the eventual stage prop — and their work on the character of the
family dog produced a puppet of a benign and street-wise Staffie who
wore trainers, who could high-five, and who was at the heart of the
unconventional family that the play celebrated.

INDUSTRY AND AUDIENCE RESPONSE
Brian Bishop, former Education Director at Warwick Arts Centre, reported
that the children who attended the show were “amazed by the curtain
raiser film”, which explained the young people’s roles in the process, and
they found the show “exciting, engaging, well-acted, with great songs,
and a brilliant story”.
He had been particularly interested in booking the show because of the
process of involvement of young people, but having seen the end result,
he stated that he would have booked it anyway on its own merits as part
of a raft of high quality children’s theatre that populates the programme
at the Arts Centre.
Ros Robins, former Director of Artrix, commented:
“It would be great to see this show on tour… The devising process
was obviously very significant for the company and the young people
involved, as reflected in the moving opening film sequence, but as is not
always the case, the final product is equally impressive. The voices of the
children and the decisions they influenced still clearly come through - no
sentimental compromises here! The script, the design, the music, the cast
are strong and energetic and the spirit of the show shone through in
performance.”
At the schools performances, Black Country Touring conducted audience
surveys and the feedback was overwhelmingly positive:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good for my family to go out and see something artistic
Fantastic family evening
Gave me a warm, fuzzy feeling
It was very good for my family to get together
A great experience to share with my children
It gave the kids a first taste of theatre in an understanding
environment
Inspirational and beautifully produced. Awesome!
I think it is great for the community to support these companies
A great night out with the children
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06
Key Questions
& Answers

“For the children, this will undoubtedly be one
of the memories of school and childhood that
will remain with them – a sense of having
made a contribution to something rare and
special for their school and community at an
extraordinary level of accomplishment.”
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Could a professional theatre company share the
decisions involved in creating a new live production
with children aged 8+? Could primary school pupils
become Young Producers?
The project exceeded most people’s expectations of how far the
children could embrace and understand the roles of a producer. It was
remarkable that it involved them as active decision-makers in a process
and art form of which they had little or no experience. The sense of
involvement and ownership which was established through genuinely
handing over aspects of decision-making created a very powerful and
motivating opportunity for children and teachers.
The trust and working relationships Little Earthquake built with the schools
in the Black Country will support on-going opportunities for further
connections to the education sector and will pave the way for schools to
connect to the creative sector in the future. Black Country Touring
has already developed a new programme with the schools involved,
building on several aspects of this model.

How could a Young Producers project benefit the
children, their schools and their communities? Would it
be a worthwhile experience for those involved?
For the children, this will undoubtedly be one of the memories of school
and childhood that will remain with them – pride, challenge, learning,
enjoyment and a sense of having made a contribution to something rare
and special for their school and community at an extraordinary level of
accomplishment.
The benefits to the individual children have been manifest – the project
has developed all kinds of skills and knowledge. Its different objectives
and styles of workshop have often revealed and rewarded children
who were lower achievers in the mainstream timetable.
In an area that has low levels of participation in arts provision, the
experience has opened up theatre as a relevant and enjoyable art form.
It empowered the Young Producers to become arts ambassadors within
their schools and local areas. Having been given a real taste of their own
creative capacity, they went on to mobilise their communities to support
live theatre on their own doorstep.

What specific impact would the Young Producers have
on the finished product? Would involving children in
this process result in a show that was different from
one purely conceived by adults?
As the Young Producers grappled with the genuine questions facing
them in their own lives, they in turn influenced the characters and their
responses to the dilemma of the hero’s transformation into a beetle. The
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ideas they supplied were vital to the imaginative landscape of the play,
and both the final script and finished production honoured what they
brought to the creative process.
As a direct result of the Young Producers’ contributions, the eventual
show combined fantasy action and a touch of magic with the truthful
familiarity of the ordinary lives of mums, dogs, brothers and sisters. For
Little Earthquake and their Creative Team, this experience has provided
an invaluable insight into the ideas and reference points for young
people, which will influence their work for children and families in future.

Would the Young Producers’ influence create a high
quality show that could stand up to scrutiny beyond
the context of this process? Would other theatre
promoters book such a show?
The Young Producers have demonstrated that it is possible to make a
new production with early and sustained input from its eventual target
consumers, but the process of collaboration proved not to be a major
selling point when trying to set up an initial tour. Too many theatre
professionals in mainstream venues are sceptical about the potential
quality of a production that might ensue from such collaboration with
children.
The ambition and quality of this project – from process to end product
– proved that children’s theatre and community venue touring is
artistically demanding, drawing on a very high degree of creative skill
and dedication, and offering rewarding challenges for its artists and
audiences. The finished show excited admiration and endorsement from
the theatre profession and the community for and with whom it was
created.

ABOVE:
Company, creative team,
Young Producers and
stakeholders celebrate after
the gala première of The
Boy Who Became A Beetle
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08
Learning Points
& Recommendations

“The wealth of new experience fostered by this
project argues strongly for further exploration
of extended partnerships between the arts and
primary education sectors.”
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The wealth of new experience fostered by this project
argues strongly for further exploration of extended
partnerships between the arts and primary education
sectors. Similarly, producing models which involve
young people so heavily as decision-makers, and
industrial conditions which value work created through
such a process, are worthy of further investigation.
Based upon observations of and responses to the
project, key learning points and recommendations for
any future iteration of this programme include:
Deepening the learning content for children:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers defining more clearly their goals for the pupils (without
losing the real-life and holistic experience that was essential);
Artists building knowledge of the key stage curriculum in relevant
areas such as music, English, art and design, enabling them to link
their methods and workshop content to those areas;
Advising teachers of learning themes in advance and timetabling
opportunities for collaborative planning between artists and teachers;
Recommending the value of a whole class approach rather than a
mixed class selection system;
Using the professional tools of the industry with the children — such
as musical instruments, graphic design software, lighting desks — to
increase their understanding of creative practice;
Planning opportunities for children to attend at least one rehearsal;
Schools supporting more opportunities for children to meet and
interact with other groups throughout the project, not just at the end;
Applying the process to another professional play or even an
approach to the school play;
Collaborating with partner schools who have limited experience of
engaging with arts activities and with little or no prior experience of
working with professional artists.

Promoting the production and the process:
•

•

•
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The show now has a title and a reputation that can be exploited in
its own right. If there is an opportunity to re-launch it as a touring
product, the quality of the show can now be confidently emphasised
as highly attractive for family audiences and young children –
contextualising (but not ignoring) the backstory of the involvement of
Young Producers;
There is also a strong option of promoting the show with
accompanying activities for schools and Little Earthquake is
developing an application to Arts Council England’s Strategic Touring
programme to take The Boy Who Became A Beetle to new audiences
in places the company has never visited before;
In each touring region, a two-part plan could reach audiences
in different ways — a residency of several days at an established

•

•

theatre venue, to include weekend performances targeted at family
audiences and weekday performances targeted at schools; and
rural touring performances in village schools, bringing together
a combined team of teachers and pupils at a village school with
experienced rural touring schemes and promoters to draw an
audience from all sections of their local community;
Little Earthquake can confidently offer pupil workshops to explore the
themes, ideas and content of the show through theatre games and
practical rehearsal room exercises, giving participants an insight into
the production and into the wider processes of dramatisation and
theatre-making;
The company can also offer workshops for teachers tailored to
their specific needs and interests, exploring ideas for approaching
curriculum content in creative ways, increasing arts provision in the
school, or even for deepening and broadening the ambitions of a
school play.

ABOVE:
A Young Producer cuts the
gala première cake with
Nikki Ralston, Little Earthquake’s
Relationship Manager at
Arts Council England
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APPENDIX A: SCHOOL-BY-SCHOOL VOTING BREAKDOWN
After creative workshops exploring three potential show ideas, each Young Producer cast their vote for which
show they wanted to see made. The results of the vote are shown in the breakdown below. This data was used
by the Core Producer Panel to help them reach a final decision. After much discussion, The Beetle Show was
selected.

YOUNG PRODUCERS - OVERALL VOTING RESULT
Bee

35

38.9%

Pig

16

17.8%

Beetle

35

38.9%

Spoils

0

0.0%

Absent

4

4.4%

TOTAL

90

YOUNG PRODUCERS - Penn Hall voting results
Bee

2

20.0%

2nd=

Pig

2

20.0%

2nd=

Beetle

5

50.0%

1st

Spoils

0

0.0%

Absent

1

10.0%

TOTAL

10

YOUNG PRODUCERS - Queen Victoria voting results
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Bee

10

33.3%

2nd

Pig

11

36.7%

1st

Beetle

9

30.0%

3rd

Spoils

0

0.0%

Absent

0

0.0%

TOTAL

30

YOUNG PRODUCERS - Uplands Manor voting results
Bee

3

20.0%

2nd

Pig

0

0.0%

3rd

Beetle

9

60.0%

1st

Spoils

0

0.0%

Absent

3

20.0%

TOTAL

15

YOUNG PRODUCERS - St Gregory’s voting results
Bee

6

60.0%

1st

Pig

0

0.0%

3rd

Beetle

4

40.0%

2nd

Spoils

0

0.0%

Absent

0

0.0%

TOTAL

10

YOUNG PRODUCERS - St John’s voting results
Bee

14

56.0%

1st

Pig

3

12.0%

3rd

Beetle

8

40.0%

2nd

Spoils

0

32.0%

Absent

0

0.0%

TOTAL

10
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APPENDIX B: THE BOY WHO BECAME A BEETLE POSTER DESIGNS
During the process, Graphic Designer Gareth Courage worked with the Young Producers to create posters and
flyers for The Boy Who Became A Beetle. Gareth used their work to produce a main tour marketing image, and
each Young Producer group was presented with individual designs for the performances at their schools. These
designs reflected the colours of each school’s uniform.
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APPENDIX C: PROJECT CREDITS

YOUNG PRODUCERS
A LITTLE EARTHQUAKE PROJECT
in partnership with
BLACK COUNTRY TOURING
and
Penn Hall School
Queen Victoria Primary School
St. Gregory’s Catholic Primary School
St. John’s CE Primary School
and Uplands Manor Primary School
The Young Producers Project &
The Boy Who Became A Beetle was funded by
ARTS COUNCIL ENGLAND
with support from
ARTS CONNECT WEST MIDLANDS
& THE ARENA THEATRE WOLVERHAMPTON

FOR LITTLE EARTHQUAKE
Co-Directors: Gareth Nicholls and Philip Holyman

FOR THE YOUNG PRODUCERS PROJECT
Project Leaders: Gareth Nicholls and Philip Holyman
Black Country Touring’s Co-Artistic Directors: Steve Johnstone and Frances Land
Black Country Touring’s Young Promoter Co-Ordinator: Natalie Kidman
Advisory Producer: Louisa Davies
Independent Evaluator: Kate Organ
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FOR THE BOY WHO BECAME A BEETLE
Cast
(in order of appearance)
Si O’Nyde / Zayn Puppeteer: Daniel Moseley
Mum: Helen Belbin
Vic: Niamh McGowan
Greg: Alex Ranahan
With special appearances by: Lee Comley, Therese Collins,
Sarah Hamilton Baker and Jack Trow
Creative Team
Director: Gareth Nicholls
Writer: Philip Holyman
Set, Props & Costume Designer: Susannah Henry
Lighting Designer: Will Evans
Composer & Musical Director: Luke Thomas
Technical Stage Manager: Stacey Choudhury-Potter
Set Construction: Nicholas Nicholls
Film Maker & Photographer: Adrian Burrows
Graphic Designer: Gareth Courage
‘Zayn’ Puppet Makers: Catherine Baines and Susannah Henry
Verminator Makers: Gary Scholes and Susannah Henry
Additional Prop & Costume Construction: Liz Vass and Kay Wilton
Consultant Entomologist: Dr. Ross Piper
Little Earthquake would like to thank the following people and organisations,
without whom this project would not have been possible:
Steve Johnstone, Frances Land, Natalie Kidman, Deb Justice, Sarah Watton,
Dawinder Bansal and the board at Black Country Touring; Neil Reading, Andrew
Jemmett, Sam Fleming and the team at the Arena Theatre; everyone at the
Performance Hub, University of Wolverhampton (Walsall Campus); Rob Elkington
and all at Arts Connect West Midlands; Nikki Ralston and Jill Brown at Arts Council
England; Julie McKirdy and Fran Ellis at Thimblemill Library; Brian Bishop and all
at Warwick Arts Centre; Tim Hodgson and all at mac, Birmingham; Justine Ranson,
John Cocker and all at Telford Culture Zone; James Yarker, Craig Stephens and
all at Stan’s Cafe; Jack Trow, Samantha Fox and Sarah Hamilton Baker for their
invaluable workshop contribution; Robin Stephens for being the face of the trailer
beetle; Nicholas Nicholls and Patterns Derby for saving the day, again; Barbara
Nicholls for the gala première cakes; Val and David Holyman for masses of things,
as always; Richard Smith and all at Tuckey Print; Annie Brewer at Jerwood Space;
Flints Theatrical Chandlers; Sue Gormley, former headteacher of Uplands Manor
Primary School; Rupert Phelps; Michael Addison; Colm O’Brien; Geoff Foster &
Daughter — and last but not least… our magnificent Young Producers,
without whom there would be no show!
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APPENDIX D: THE YOUNG PRODUCERS

Penn Hall School (Wolverhampton)
Headteacher: David Parry
Group Leaders: Sarah Wilkinson and Stuart Morgan, with Dina Freeman, Viv Skidmore and Sue Taylor
Young Producers: Cameron Birch; Alex Brown; Ashleigh Green; Miloslav Holub; Lydia Jackson;
Cameron Janagal; Ali Khan; Kaif Khan; Kara O’Connor; William Spencer

Queen Victoria Primary School (Dudley)
Headteacher: Wendy Rawlinson
Group Leader: Kirsty Walker
Young Producers: Callum Archer; Alivea Bennett; Chloe Berry; Louise Broadley; Sally-Anne Clarke;
Leah Clayton; Alfie Cole; Ben Cooper; Gemini Dennis; Carly-Leigh Harris; Isabella Hinton; Jarad Horton;
Cory Howe; Rajwinder Kaur; Joseph Lowke; Callum Mason; Alarna Mehmi; Jake Morgan; Paris Narroway;
Tyrell O’Sullivan; Keeley-Mai Price; Harriet Robinson; Unique Roy; Marni Simmonds; Asa Southall;
Caitlin Taylor-Moloney; Joseph Turner; Callum Webb; Lily Worton; Jake Wright

St. Gregory’s Catholic Primary School (Sandwell)
Headteacher: Krystyna Bickley
Group Leader: Simon Kettle
Young Producers: Andre Alicias; Sanjeo Benny; Matthew Brookes; Aidan Halliday; Elizabeth Healy;
Alicia Kurasinska; Erin Lewis; Elise Malone; Jessica Marsh; Dylan Phillips

St. John’s CE Primary School (Walsall)
Headteacher: Andrew Mills
Group Leader: Jane Perks
Young Producers: Benjamin Allsopp; Alex Baldwin; Luke Barber-Powis; Taylor Barley; Christian Burbridge;
Eleanor Causier; Joshua Clarke; Kiera Cooper; Cian Daniel; Leon Edwards; Callum English; Ilisha Evans;
Lewis Fletcher; Marshall Grainger; Jack Heath; Dylan Heydon-Matterface; Harriet Newell;
Jack Robinson-Parr; Matthew Salt; Abigail Shutts; Chloe Smith; Millie Stringer; Nelo Sylvester; William Tutt;
Clegg Wilkinson

Uplands Manor Primary School (Sandwell)
Headteacher: Paul Moore
Group Leaders: Dawn Jordan with Jayne Davies
Young Producers: Aleena Ahmed; Joshua Armstrong; Hafsa Asad; Taite Brooks; Yasmin Giles; Jamie-Leigh
Heaven; Telvin Jackson; Malayka Kouser; Kate Lloyd; Lilly Lomax; Charlie Melody; Sean Pearce;
Saifullah Rana; Adam Rowley; Paige Smart; Alannah St Prix
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APPENDIX E: USEFUL LINKS & CONTACT INFORMATION

Organisations
Little Earthquake - www.little-earthquake.com
Black Country Touring - www.bctouring.co.uk
Arts Council England - www.artscouncil.org.uk
Arts Connect UK - www.artsconnect.co.uk
Arena Theatre - www.wlv.ac.uk/arena-theatre
Midlands Arts Centre - www.macbirmingham.co.uk
Warwick Arts Centre - www.warwickartscentre.co.uk
Oakengates Theatre - www.theplacetelford.com

People
Kate Organ - www.kateorgan.com
Gareth Courage - www.garethcourage.co.uk
Susannah Henry - www.susannahhenry.co.uk
Will Evans - www.willevans.co.uk
Luke Thomas - www.lukethomasmusic.com
Adrian Burrows - www.adrian-burrows.co.uk

Schools & Libraries
Penn Hall School - www.pennhall.co.uk
Queen Victoria School - www.queenvictoriaprimary.com
St Gregory’s Catholic Primary School - www.st-gregorys.sandwell.sch.uk
St Johns CE Primary School - www.st-johns.walsall.sch.uk
Uplands Manor Primary School - www.uplandsmanor.sandwell.sch.uk
Thimblemill Library - www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200261/libraries/826/thimblemill_library

Articles & Films
Arts Council England Case Study - www.little-earthquake.com/ace-casestudy-youngproducers
Young Producers NRTF Presentation - www.little-earthquake.com/youngproducers-nrtf15
Young Producers Arts Professional Article - www.little-earthquake.com/child-power
The Boy Who Became A Beetle Trailer - https://youtu.be/LWOCPN1kjYk
The Boy Who Became A Beetle Curtain Raiser Film - https://youtu.be/PKVZ44YcWj8

Little Earthquake - Contact information
Gareth Nicholls and Philip Holyman
Co-Directors
Website - www.little-earthquake.com
Email - epicentre@little-earthquake.com
Facebook - www.facebook.com/little.equake
Twitter - www.twitter.com/little_equake
Instagram - www.instagram.com/little_equake
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“In future, I can’t imagine not consulting young people whenever
we’re looking to make work for children and families. The Young
Producers’ imaginations guided ours to places we’d never have
reached without them. Their total lack of theatrical pretensions
forced the whole creative team to abandon their own, as well. They
helped us to make a show with an honest, authentic connection
to children’s real-life experiences — which also featured a giant
beetle, a puppet dog and an epic battle on a rubbish dump.
Who wouldn’t want to work with collaborators like that?”
Philip Holyman
Co-Director of Little Earthquake
and writer of The Boy Who Became A Beetle
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